
Making Characters 
All characters are in the 20 to 39 age bracket, so make an EDU improvement check. 
Credit Rating starts at 10 and may not be higher than 49. 
Pick an Occupation--they may not be a military Occupation currently, though they may be 
ex-military. 
Allocate Occupation skill points (skills may go up to 90.) 
Allocate Personal Interest skill points, add an extra d6 to any one Skill. 

● One character--the players must decide which--allocates adds instead an extra 10 
points, all to Occult. 

Spending Luck is allowed.  



Great Pantheon of the Pearlescent Way 
Cult of Pearlescence 
Ruling Deity: Source 

Associate Deities: Storm Champion 
Changeless One 

Pearlescence Champion 
Moonlit One 

Neutral Deities: N/A 
Hostile Deities: Sunlit One 

Great Mother 
 

The Source / The Morningstar 
Skills: Anthropology, Computer Use, Electronics, Law 
Divine Magic: Absorption, Find Enemy, Reflection 
Spirit Magic: Glamour, Demoralize, Mindspeech 
 
 
Storm Champion 
Skills: Diving, Intimidate, Firearms 
Divine Magic: Fear, Float, Lightning 
Spirit Magic: Disruption, Mobility, Strength 
 
 
Changeless One 
Skills: Hypnosis, Listen, Navigate 
Divine Magic: Absorption, Illusion (including all related), Reflection 
Spirit Magic: Disruption, Dispel Magic, Extinguish 
 
 
Pearlescence Champion 
Skills: Primary Weapon, Secondary Weapon, Shield 
Divine Magic: Berserk, Fear, Madness, Mindblast 
Spirit Magic: Bladesharp, Demoralize, Protection 
 
 
Moonlit One 
Skills: Charm, Fast Talk, Persuade 
Divine Magic: Divination, Illusions, Madness, Reflection 
Spirit Magic: Befuddle, Glamour 
 
 
 
 



 
Divine Spells 
 
Absorption 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This spell absorbs enemy spells, converting them into magic points, and makes those points 
available to the caster. It also screens out the effects of Absorbed incoming spells. Each point of 
Absorption soaks up any one point of divine magic, or any two points of wizardry or spirit spells. 
 
 
Berserk 
2 Points Ranged, Temporal, Nonstackable, Reusable 
This spell sends the recipient into a murderous fury. Personal safety and all loyalties are 
forgotten in the rage, but the stamina and the combat skills of the spell’s target are greatly 
enhanced. The Berserker’s total hit points and hit points per location do not change as a result 
of this spell, though his player will succeed when attempting any CON roll unless a 96-00 is the 
result. A Berserker is preserved from incapacitation, shock, unconsciousness, or exhaustion. He 
will suffer all other deleterious effects of a location’s loss as described in the Game System 
chapter of the Player’s Book. All poisons will do only minimal damage to a Berserker. A 
Berserker will die from the loss of total hit points. 
A Berserker doubles his attack percentage, and if his total adjusted percentage is greater than 
100% then he may use appropriate rules for that competency, described in the Combat chapter 
of the Players Book. 
A Berserker cannot cast magic, defend, or Dodge. Adventurers affected by the spell may not 
attempt to shake off its effects before the normal duration of 15 minutes expires unless 
extenuating circumstances, as judged by the gamemaster, allow the Berserker to snap out of 
the battle rage before that. If ruled possible this requires an INT x1 roll by the Berserker’s 
player. 
When the spell expires the Berserker will be exhausted. He will take a penalty of -100 
percentiles to all percentile rolls. He will regain 1 percentile per minute of rest. If Berserk is cast 
upon a target under the effects of Fanaticism, this spell takes precedence. They do not combine 
effects. 
 
 
Divination 
1 Point Ritual Spell (Ceremony), Stackable, Reusable 
This Ceremony ritual spell must be used in either a temple of the caster’s deity or in a 
sanctity-spell-blessed area which is undisturbed for the duration of the Divination. This spell 
allows the caster to communicate with his deity. For each point of the spell cast during the 
Ceremony, the communicant may ask a simple question and he or she either will receive an 
answer of up to seven words or a brief vision or dream of the answer. This procedure requires 
one hour per point of Divination used. The gamemaster should privately roll D100 whenever a 



player requests an answer to a Divination. If the roll is greater than the caster’s POW x5, then 
the caster failed to interpret the answer or dream properly and the gamemaster must make up a 
misleading or puzzling answer. The beginning of this chapter contains a lengthy discus - 
sion of the merits and limitations of Divination. Game masters must read that discussion before 
answering calls for Divination or divine intervention. 
 
 
Excommunication 
1 Point Ritual (Ceremony), Stackable, Reusable 
Common 
This spell can sever the mystical link that an initiate establishes with a god, causing the target of 
the Excommunication to immediately and irrevocably lose all divine magic from the caster’s 
religion. Excommunication must be cast by a priest, and requires an hour to complete. This can 
only be cast on an initiate sworn to the priest casting the spell. 
 
 
Fear 
1 Point Ranged, Instant, Nonstackable, Reusable 
This spell causes intense, incapacitating fear to well up within the target. To be effective, the 
caster must overcome the power points of the victim. This spell is ineffective against 
unconscious victims or against victims without INT. The degree of success in overcoming the 
victim’s power points determines the effect of this spell. Once cast, the effects of Fear cannot be 
dispelled. 
 
 
Find Enemy 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Nonstackable, Reusable 
This spell alerts the caster to danger. The caster psychically knows of anyone within the spell’s 
range who intends to harm him, whether or not the lurker can be seen. The caster may also 
designate another person to receive the spell’s protection. In this case both the caster and the 
target psychically know who are the target’s enemies. Interposing a meter of any solid 
substance between the caster and an enemy potentially seen blocks the effects of this spell. 
 
 
Float 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
Each point of this spell lifts 100 kg to just below the surface of the water. Heavier objects will not 
float, though they will sink more slowly than they would if the spell had not been cast. Lighter 
objects will be raised to be about halfway out of the water, bobbing about. 
 
 
Illusions 



Once an illusion has been magically created it becomes a part of reality, however temporary. 
Illusions cannot be disbelieved. An illusion with substance can do damage and can 
be damaged. The six spells below can be combined in any manner desired by the caster to 
create simple or complex illusions as desired, remembering that all uses of illusion are subject 
to the guidance of the gamemaster. Illusion spells other than these certainly exist in the myriad 
universes of fantasy – usually they are merely complex combinations of the following spells. If 
an illusion is cast upon an already-moving object, the illusion will move with the object. A sound 
illusion cast upon a noisy target will mask contradicting noises, and the same is true with 
contradicting tastes, smells, sights, etc. The following table suggests some standards for 
sense-related illusions. 
Intensity Odor Taste Sound 
1 rose water whisper 
2 smoke banana conversation 
3 perfume lemon shout 
4 ammonia whiskey gunshot 
Along with the spell Extension, Illusion spells are the only exceptions to the rule that only one 
divine magic spell can be cast during a melee round. 
 
 
Illusory Motion 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
Within range, this active spell animates illusions and moves them as desired by the caster. Each 
additional point of the spell allows the illusion to be moved at an increasing rate of 3 meters per 
melee round. The caster has a chance of manipulating the illusion equal to his DEX x3. 
 
 
Illusory Odor 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This spell reproduces a single scent from the caster’s memory. Since odor perception is the 
same for all species, this spell can fool other creatures. Three points or move of this 
spell forces the player of an adventurer encountering the odor to make a resistance roll of the 
adventurer’s CON against the odor. Failure indicates the adventurer is overcome by nausea 
until the roll succeeds during some later melee round. 
 
 
Illusory Sight 
1 point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This spell creates a visual illusion which registers upon light-sensitive organs. Each point of the 
spell will cover a volume of SIZ 3. One casting of the spell can completely cover a small child; if 
one point were used to create the illusion that an adult was covered in armor plate, only a 
portion of the adult would appear to be covered by armor. 
 
 



Illusory Sound 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
The sound created with this spell must be specified as to nature, duration, and intent at casting. 
The gamemaster should rely upon the player’s stated intent instead of the specified noises. If 
the character wishes to change the sound, he must cast another use of the spell. 
 
 
Illusory Substance 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This spell adds 1 SIZ (about 6 Kg) to the solid matter of an illusion per point. For purposes of 
combat 1 SIZ point equals 1 hit point. An illusion with Substance can do damage. One point of 
Substance can do 1D3 points of damage; two points can do 1D6 points of damage; and four 
can do 2D6. Each additional 2 points will do further 1D6 damage. For an illusion with Substance 
to do damage the target must either strike himself with the illusion (such as walking into an 
illusionary fire), or Motion must be combined with the Substance to give the caster fine control. 
 
 
Illusory Taste 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This illusion creates a single taste covering about 1 SIZ of material. The taste created must be 
familiar to the caster, though the target will react to the taste as its experience dictates. If the 
target of the illusion cannot taste things, then this spell will have no effect. 
 
 
Mindblast 
2 Points Ranged, Instant, Nonstackable, Reusable 
This spell destroys the INT of the target if the caster overcomes the target’s power points. This 
effect lasts that number of days equal to half of the caster’s POW (round up any fraction), and 
cannot be dispelled. If the caster achieves a special success in overcoming the target’s power 
points then he also does 1D6+2 points of damage to the target’s head. 
 
 
Lightning 
1 Point Ranged, Instant, Stackable, Reusable 
A blast of crackling energy projects from either the hand of or some device of the caster (a 
spear, wand, sword, etc.) toward the target. Each point of Lightning used will cause 1D6 points 
of damage if the caster overcomes the target’s power points with his own. No armor protects 
against this damage, but spells which defend against physical attack will be effective. The 
Lightning discharge is very bright and will set afire dry, flammable materials. 
 
 
Madness 
1 Point Ranged, Instant, Nonstackable, Reusable 



If the caster of this spell overcomes the power points of the target with his own, then the target 
suffers the effects given on the table above. The severity of the result depends on the degree of 
success of the caster’s attack. Once the spell has been cast its effects cannot be dispelled. 
 
 
Mindblast 
2 Points Ranged, Instant, Nonstackable, Reusable 
This spell destroys the INT of the target if the caster overcomes the target’s power points. This 
effect lasts that number of days equal to half of the caster’s POW (round up any fraction), and 
cannot be dispelled. If the caster achieves a special success in overcoming the target’s power 
points then he also does 1D6+2 points of damage to the target’s head. 
 
 
Reflection 
1 Point Ranged, Temporal, Stackable, Reusable 
This spell reflects spells which fail to overcome the power points of the protected being. The 
next DEX rank, the reflected spells attack their caster. The power points of the reflected spell 
attack are equal to caster’s at the time the spell was originally cast. They are compared to the 
current power points of the caster (after the spell was cast) in a resistance contest. If the spell 
overcomes the caster’s power points, he or she suffers the spell’s effects. This spell reflects 2 
points of spirit or wizardly magic, or one point of divine magic, per point of Reflection stacked in 
a single spell. The effects of Reflection do not work at all if the incoming spell is too powerful. 
 
 
Worship (Deity) 
1 Point Ritual (Ceremony), Nonstackable, Reusable 
Common 
This Ceremony ritual spell allows a priest to lead a formal worship service to the deity specified. 
If this service is held on Sanctified ground or temple on a holy day of the god, then it will allow 
the priests a POW gain roll. If held on the High Holy Day, it will allow all priests and initiates to 
attempt a POW gain roll. 
 
 
  



Early 2000s 
[Read] 

You were at the karaoke bar, singing your hearts out. Getting a little tipsy. Having fun. But the 
bar is closed and your designated driver skipped out on you hours ago, so you all guess you are 

walking the mile or so to the bus stop. The streets are empty. Eerily empty. You walk about 
halfway to the bus stop in total silence except for your footsteps when the rumble of a truck 

breaks the silence, and, whatsmore, the sound of a speeding truck. The truck, coming up the 
street, hits a pothole and almost seems to jump into the air and glide back down to the ground 
for a second… but only for a second. That was just your eyes playing tricks on you, right? It 

zooms past you, clips a car, clips another, and smashes into the rear of a third. Something huge 
and black rips through the top of the truck, and disappears, too fast to see properly. A scream 

sounds through the quiet street from the direction of the truck’s cab. 
[/Read] 

 
If the investigators choose to approach, which the Keeper should prompt them to do, they find a 
truck labelled “D.C.” along the side, and a diamond logo. If they approach from the street side, 

they see when they approach the truck door: 
 
 

[Read] 
 The door pops open as they approach. Out jumps a man in an all-black uniform, with the same 
diamond logo on it. His skin glows in the light of the streetlamps, white and shiny like a pearl… 
unnaturally. Freakily. Except for the lower half of his face, which is crimson with blood. He lands 

on all fours and jumps at the nearest of you like a frog [Sanity Loss 0/1D6]. 
[/Read] 

 
 

If they approach from the sidewalk side, they see the same creature, but it comes out over the 
dead body at them. [Note: Any of the investigators may choose at this point to be a disbeliever, 

and take half this SAN loss--it must be recorded for later, however] 
 

PEARLESCENT ZOMBIE, Mockeries of beauty 
STR 75 
CON 65 
SIZ 65 
DEX 65 
INT 15 
POW 65 
HP: 13 
Average Damage Bonus: 1D4 
Average Build: 1 
Average Magic Points: 13 
Move: 9 



 

Attacks 
Attacks per round: 3 
Fighting attacks: Pearlescent zombies will try and attack exclusively with their 
bites, though they will try to entangle or grab with their hands. If they bite, they 
hold on and do not let go. 
Bite and hold (mnvr): If they successfully bite, they do 1D4 damage 
automatically per round until an opposed STR roll dislodges it. 
Fighting  35% (17/6) 
Dodge  40% (20/8) 
Armor: None 
Skills: Climb 90%, Jump 90%, Listen 80%, Spot Hidden 45% 
Sanity Loss: 0/1D6 Sanity points to see a Pearlescent Zombie 

 
1.1>>If the investigators successfully kill the Pearlescent Zombie, they may: 

● Leave 
○ On leaving, they might (on a Regular Listen check) notice that the night gets 

noisier after a while, with the usual nightly noises resuming after “a while” (if they 
check the time, they notice the clocks/watches/phones seem to not be working.) 

■ They return to their homes otherwise uneventfully and go to sleep after 
eventually calming down. Go to 1.2 

● Stay and wait for police 
○ It takes “a while” (if they check their phones, they notice that they seem to not be 

working, and time seems to be passing slower than it should.) No cars pass in 
the distance or on the nearby freeway in the time while they wait. 

■ When the police arrive, they take the investigators’ statements and any 
weapons, saying they will be returned in a few days if their stories check 
out, paramedics bandages them up, and they get rides home. They 
eventually get to sleep. Go to 1.2 

● Check the truck 
○ Inside the cab of the truck is a pair of 12-gauge shotguns, two boxes of 25 

rounds of ammunition, a lot of blood, a state-of-the-art dashboard GPS, and an 
odd book. 

○ In the body of the truck is a lot of smashed up electronics (impossible to tell what 
they were). A Regular Spot Hidden check will detect that the walls of the truck 
are armored, and the hole in the roof is lined with circuit boards and leaking some 
black fluid. A Hard Spot Hidden check will detect that there is a hidden camera 
embedded in the wall between the cab and the bed of the truck, and it is blinking! 

■ Whenever the investigators return home next, go to 1.2 
● Other 

○ Improvise! 
1.1.1>>If the investigators are about to be killed, they may all make Luck rolls; any of them who 
succeed go on to 1.2. Otherwise they disappear--their players will be without characters until 
1.4. 



 

 

1.2>> 
[Read] 
You are all downtown. It is night, and it has been snowing. No one is around, and the snow is 
pristine and smooth. But some things are crunching toward you from the darkness of an alley 
and a sense of dread comes over you. You turn to run and find yourself running along the 
riverfront with monstrous dogs after you, while you are completely naked in the snow. You turn 
to look, and see them gone; you turn to face forward and there they are again, breathing in your 
face. They eat you slowly while causing you excruciating pain for what seems like hours. 
[/Read] Go to 1.2.1 

 
 

1.2.1>>The investigators must decide whether to go to work the next day, or call out. 
● If they go in to work the next day, at one point during the day a police officer 

comes by their work to “ask a few questions about last night.” 
○ They are asked what they were doing in the back of the truck at the scene 

of a crime. The police don’t seem concerned, and if asked they say they 
are investigating a property crime involving the truck. Go to 1.2.2 

● If they call out, they will get a phone call from loved ones telling them the police 
are looking for them. 

○ If they go in to see the police, they are asked a few questions and then 
allowed to leave. Go to 1.2.2 

○ If they do not go in to see the police by day’s end, a BOLO is issued for 
them as suspects in a vandalism/robbery case. 

■ If they continue to not go to the police, an arrest warrant will be 
issued for them. Go to 1.2.4 

!! > If at any time they mention “zombie”, “monster”, “dead guy”, or anything similar to the police, 
they will get odd looks and asked if they want to talk to a doctor. 

 
1.2.2>>After they leave the police, they must make a Hard Spot Hidden check. If they succeed, 
they notice they are each individually being followed by a bland-but-large-looking pair of men (if 
they are driving, they notice it is a black sedan with two men in it.) 

On a success, do the below and go to 1.2.3 
On a failure, go to 1.2.4 

● If they try and confront their followers, the men simply say that the investigators are 
confused, and then leave. 

○ If they try to hurt or capture the followers, they get into a fight with 2 Secret 
Government Agents (the other followers melt into the background and disappear 
while the two being confronted fight.) 

■ If they succeed in hurting or capturing the Agents, the men refuse to 
answer questions, even under torture or Intimidation (unless an Extreme 
Success is achieved--the check may not be pushed.) 

 
Secret Government Agent, searching for the hidden 



STR 80 CON 65 SIZ 85 DEX 62 INT 50 
APP 40 POW 50 EDU 35 SAN 15 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +1D6 
Build: 2 
Move: 7 
Armor: 2 
Fighting (Brawl) 65% (32/13) damage 1D3 + damage bonus 
Dodge 40% (20/8) 
Armed with Glock 9mm 1D10; Garrote D6 + DB 
No identification except dog-tags with a name can be found on them if they are 
searched. 
 

● If they return home, they find their homes being watched (if they succeeded in seeing 
the first followers, these are not hard to locate--no check is necessary.) 

● If they try and lose the followers, they must make an Regular Stealth check; on success, 
those who passed escape their followers; on a failure, they are still being followed. 

 
1.2.3>>When they have responded to the Agents in whatever fashion they wish, they must 
make an Extreme Spot Hidden check to notice that wherever they go, two men are there (but 
they are not being ‘followed’ in the sense of being trailed from place to place.) 

On a success, they spot the two men, wearing business casual with white digital 
watches on their wrists. Go to 1.3 
On a failure, they fail to notice the men. Go to 1.4 

 
1.2.4>>If they have an arrest warrant out after them, they have an opportunity to make two Spot 
Hidden checks partway through the day--one Regular and one Extreme to notice the above two 
groups of followers. Before they react, Keeper, roll d100, 75%. 

On a success, the police catch up to them, and a four-way shootout begins 
between the two groups of followers, the investigators, and the police. 
On a failure, they may react to the followers as above and below. 

 
Dimon Corp. Investigators, searching for the book 
STR 80 CON 65 SIZ 85 DEX 62 INT 50 
APP 40 POW 50 EDU 35 SAN 15 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +1D6 
Build: 2 
Move: 7 
Armor: 3 
Fighting (Brawl) 65% (32/13) damage 1D3 + damage bonus 
Dodge 40% (20/8) 
Armed with Lightning gun D12 (1 Sanity Loss on first seeing used), uses 1 Magic 
Point to use; Plasma-garrote D12 + DB (d3 Sanity Loss on first seeing used; 



instantly causes a Major Wound if successfully used and does 5 or greater 
damage, even if this is less than half the character’s HP.) 
No identification can be found on them if they are searched, except for the 
Diamond logo that was on the truck being on their watches. 

 
Police Officers, enforcing the law =to 12 officers 
STR 55 CON 55 SIZ 55 DEX 60 INT 50 
APP 40 POW 50 EDU 35 SAN 15 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: None 
Build: 0 
Move: 8 
Armor: 1 
Fighting (Brawl) 45% (22/9) damage 1D3 + DB 
Dodge 40% (20/8) 
Armed with Glock 9mm 1D10; Taser, dart 1D3+stun 

 
!! > If the investigators survive and are not captured by the police, Go to 1.6 

 
1.3>>On spotting the two watchers, the investigators may: 

● Try to confront them. 
○ If confronted while still being in possession of the book (it does not have to be on 

their person), the men freeze time and try to escape. 
■ If not in possession of the book, the men disappear--literally. Go to 1.4 
■ If captured or killed, the men’s equipment falls into the hands of the 

investigators, including the time-stop watches with the Dimon Corp. logo. 
○ Attack them: if attacked while still being in possession of the book (as above), the 

men fight back, but the men freeze time and are surprised at still being 
attacked--the investigators get a full round to act before they go. 

■ If not in possession of the book, the men disappear--literally. Go to 1.4 
■ If captured or killed, the men’s equipment falls into the hands of the 

investigators, including the time-stop watches with the Dimon Corp. logo. 
● Try to escape them 

○ Anywhere they go, the men are there watching. Prompt for a Regular Disguise 
check. On a success, the men no longer appear where they are. Go to 1.5 

 
1.4>>If the men are not spotted or get away, the investigators are free to do what they want for 
48 hours without molestation. After that time, go to 2.0 
If any characters blacked out fighting the Pearlescent Zombie they wake now in their beds 
covered in blood with their Occult raised 15 points, Cthulhu Mythos raised by 5, maximum 
Sanity lowered by 5, and they are now irrationally pulled toward using , even if they don't know 
how to use them 
 
 



1.5>>If the investigators successfully Disguise themselves, they must avoid their homes, for 
similar men will be watching their homes. They have 24 hours in which to act without 
molestation. After that time, go to 2.0 
 
1.6>>The investigators have just survived a shootout. If anyone died at their hands, take 1 
Sanity Loss, unless they are ex-military. At this point, police and men with white watches are 
waiting outside their homes. 

● If they go home, they are captured. Go to 2.1 
● If they go somewhere else, go to 2.0--but they must make a Disguise check. 

 
2.0>>The investigators are free to investigate, but every night they have the same bad dream 
as before, and every day new men with white watches and pale white faces are waiting and 
watching them once they leave where they are staying. Any police searching for them seem 
unable to focus on them, and simply overlook them. If they contact loved ones, only a Key 
Connection seems to remember them completely; anyone else seems confused: “Who did you 
say you were? Um… oh, yeah! That guy…” 

● If they check into the Government Agents, they must make a Combined Hard Computer 
Use/Library Use check to find out about them. 

○ On a success, they find the names in a list (on an encrypted, private 
conspiracy-theories-forum) of people rumored to be working for “Bureau 44,” a 
top-secret government surveillance program. 

○ On a failure, they find the names in a conspiracies forum as one of the Illuminati. 
○ On a pushed failure, the computer(s) they were using reformat themselves. 

● If they check into Dimon Corp. on the Web, they find a slick corporate website that talks 
about working with officers and departments to bring law enforcement into the digital 
age; it lists numerous government contracts and corporate customers. 

● If they check into Dimon Corp. in a library, they find magazine with a corporate profile: it 
is headquartered in this city; has subsidiaries operating in ten countries; has an 
estimated 50,000 employees; an estimated $5 billion in revenue; is privately held; and 
works in “defense and security support services.” They also find it mentioned in a book 
about aliens that is mostly unintelligible gobbledygook and jargon. If they make an 
Occult or Library Use check to try and glean information from this second book, they 
must make a Sanity check (on a failure, they take D4 Sanity Loss.) 

● If they try to check on their families, they find that their families are receiving a 
‘government stipend’ in their absence equal to whatever the investigators normally earn. 

● If they try to check on the book, they must make a Regular Occult check; on a success, 
they find it is the central text of a religion they have never heard of, “The Worshippers of 
the Pearlescent Way.” 

○ If they succeeded, they must make a second Regular Occult check with one 
bonus die; on a success, they lose D3 POW permanently and gain that many 
Divine spells from a deity in the Pearlescent Way pantheon (as well as the 
Worship (Pearlescent deity) ability; they also take D5 Sanity Loss. 



○ If they failed, they must make a Sanity check; on a success, they take 1 Sanity 
Loss; on a failure they take D6 Sanity Loss. 

○ If they pushed the roll and failed, they take D6 Sanity Loss, lose D4 POW, and 
gain the Worship (Pearlescent deity) ability. 

○ If they achieved an Extreme Success, they lose POW and gain spells (as above), 
but also gain d12 Cthulhu Mythos, and lose that same amount of maximum 
Sanity. 

 
 

From this point it is up to the Keeper to improvise. Give clues, run pursuits, and give the 
PC investigators free reign to explore. 

Background Information: 
● The Secret Agents are Bureau 44 (an occult sciences government project) 

agents sent to investigate claims that Dimon Corp. is manipulating government 
officials using magic--they investigate the PC investigators to see how they are 
connected to the whole thing. There are 36 Agents in town and 6 
Shaman-Agents (see below.) 

● The Dimon Corp. investigators are sent to recover the book, but they don’t know 
if the PC investigators have it until the PCs begin acting during a time-stoppage. 
The truck with the book in it was transporting a god, but it was sabotaged and the 
god escaped. They suspect the PC investigators sabotaged it, or were working 
for those who did. 

● Investigations of any Dimon Corp. surveillance devices done by someone 
carrying the book will cause the devices to shine. A Hard Occult/Electronics 
check will reveal there is no processor in it… but there is a tiny drop of 
mother-of-pearl. 

● The Bureau 44 agents are operating out of a small motel, where they have rented 
every room. If approached and given the book, they will reveal they are 
investigating Dimon Corp. for the federal government, but not who they are or 
what they suspect Dimon Corp. of.. 

● Dimon Corp. is using spirits instead of computer programs to run their 
face-recognition and surveillance programs; they use Befuddle, Illusion, Fear, 
Madness, and Divination to sell their products to military and law enforcement 
agencies, and blackmail, bribe, or otherwise compromise public officials in the 
markets where they operate. 

● The police will not raid Dimon Corp., or otherwise oppose them as a whole, but 
individual cops can fight with individuals they do not know are from Dimon Corp. 

● Dimon Corp.’s headquarters is guarded by magic (as a Great Temple [POW 125, 
Magic 25] with Lightning, Find Enemy, Berserk, all spells guarding the inner 
sanctum) and a demi-god (POW 65, Magic 15 spirit with a semi-physical body on 
this plane; also inner-sanctum only.) 

● Any direct assault on Dimon Corp. headquarters that does not quickly reach the 
inner sanctum will face a military response (25 soldiers, same as Secret 



Government Agent above, but with an assault rifle and large knife instead), 50 
normal security guards (same as Police Officers above, except with no pistol and 
carrying a truncheon), and 20 Dimon Corp. Investigators. 

  



Shaman-Agents, wielders of spirits of fury 
STR 35 
CON 55 
SIZ 55 
DEX 45 
INT 65 
POW 85 
HP: 11 
Average Damage Bonus: 1D4 
Average Build: 1 
Average Magic Points: 17 
Move: 8 
Attacks 
Attacks per round: 2 
Fighting attacks: Shaman-Agents will try and use their spells, to the exclusion of 
all other attacks unless they reach low Magic Points; they each have all of the 
below Spirit Magic spells. 
Fighting  35% (17/6) 
Dodge  40% (20/8) 
Occult 70% (35/14) 
Armor: 4 
Skills: Listen 70%, Spot Hidden 45% 
Sanity Loss:  

 
Firearrow 
2 Points Touch, Temporal, Passive 
This spell creates a missile of fire which does 3D6 damage if it hits. Firearrows do not impale. It 
must be cast on an ordinary arrow, rock, dart, or bullet which bursts into fire and is consumed 
as the missile leaves the hand of the caster. Armor will help protect a target. A Firearrow will 
ignite flammable material. This damage cannot be (i.e. power points vs. power points) resisted 
because it is actually physical damage from the heat of the fire. This spell is incompatible with 
Multimissile and Speedart. 
 
 
Protection 
Variable Ranged, Temporal, Passive 
Each point of this spell adds a point of armor protection to the whole body or object. It acts in 
every way like normal armor. This spell is incompatible with Countermagic, Shimmer, and Spirit 
Screen. 
 
 
Dispel Magic 
Variable Ranged, Instant 



This spell eliminates magic. One point of this spell will remove one power point of spirit magic or 
wizardry spells; two points will remove one point of divine magic spells. With wizardry spells, 
only the Intensity of the spell must be eliminated to destroy the spell. Thus to Dispel a Befuddle 
spell will require 2 points of Dispel, to dispel a 1-point Shield (a Divine spell) requires 2 points, 
and to dispel a Smother 4 with twice the range and duration would require 4 points. You cannot 
Dispel part of a spell. 
 


